A mathematical description is given of the errors that arise when dispersive transfer functions are measured under non-stationary conditions. The derived formula are checked by experiments with a tunable transmission cavity mounted in one arm of an X-band interferometer. Power is given by a magnetron with a pulse width of 200 ns, and the errors are consistently described in terms of the unintentional weak coherent modulation (AM and FM) of the input signal.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the errors that arise in measurements of fixed frequency parameters (viz, transmission or reflection) of dispersive components when the input signal is unintentionally modulated in amplitude and/or frequency. The output signal from the dispersive component is then not determined solely by the input instantaneous frequency and amplitude, but depends on the behaviour of the input signal during a preceding time interval, roughly equal to the delay of the component.
DESCRIPTION OF A WEAKLY MODULATED SIGNAL
A weakly modulated signal may be approximated around an arbitrary time origin t, either in terms of instantaneous phase, frequency, and frequency derivative (all complex quantities), or as a sum of a carrier wave of complex frequency and two symmetric side bands: (Single Side Band-Suppressed Carrier) by means of a motordriven rotary vane phase shifter and mixed with the input signal. The IF signal is sampled by a gated integrator at some adjustable time t after the beginning of the pulse and is then processed by a 2-phase lock-in amplifier. The outputs are fed to an X-Y recorder that gives a direct display of the complex unbalance signal Vo=VR-VSI where V and V are the complex sig-0 R SR S nals through reference and sample branches, respectively.
All complex representatives are referred to the instantaneous complex frequency w4 of the input signal. VR is obtained from the input signal (1) by multiplication with a known and non-dispersive transmission coefficient T, whereas Vs is found by combining (lb) (At = 0) and (3) with o0 = Wi (Ho Hi) and Aw=+Q. Hence:
where (2) has been used at the end.
Reading of the transmission coefficient in the balance situation (V =0) thus yields:
So, Tbtl as a measure of the investigated transfer function will contain a relative error proportional to the time derivative Ui of the instantaneous complex frequency and dependent on the circuit parameters T and T'. As seen from (6), the error is largest for high-Q circuits, especially in the vicinity of resonance. By proper choice of sampling time it is possible to minimize wi,or at least one of its components, in order suit the requirements of specific experiments.
The experimental evidence for the validity of (7) and (8) has been searched for through a careful analysis of the unbalance signal versus sampling time for a tunable cavity (5). For each value of wres the bridge was balanced at a sampling time t0=ll0 ns measured from the beginning of the magnetron pulse, and Vo was recorded versus,sampling time in the range 50 ns <t<170 ns. Dividing Eq. (7) by VR=Te I, the following equation is obtained by means of (3) and under the assumption of weak modulation:
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The first term arises directly from the frequency dependence of the transfer function, whereas the last term is a consequence of the memory effect of the circuit. In order to separate the two contributions, Eq. (9) is considered for a fixed value of t, but for different tunings of the cavity (res). Introduction of (6) Figs. 2 and 3 show results obtained by the analysis described in the preceding section (with Tre =6 ns) for wj and wj, respectively. Both complex quantities are only determined with reference to their values at t0=110 ns.
Im(wi), which describes the amplitude modulation of the signal, is compared in Fig. 2 with the results obtained from a direct observation of the pulse envelope. The results for wi. in Fig. 3 are compared with a simple numerical differentiation of wi, and the nice agreement provides the evidence that our description of the non-stationarity phenomena is satisfactorily complete.
CONCLUSION
Measurements of transfer functions of dispersive networks under not strictly stationary conditions will generally give rise to errors proportional to the time derivative of the instantaneous complex frequency, and of substantial size in the case of high-Q circuits. The non-stationarity may have the form of either a noisy or a coherent modulation of narrow bandwidth. In cases of coherent modulation the errors will be predictable and might be taken into account, if necessary.
